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Practice Test

Volume: 80 Questions

Question: 1
Which features are specific to the SAP Hybris Commerce, B2B accelerator? (Choose 3)

et

A. Bundling promotions.

r.n

B. PunchOut support.
C. Product searching.
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D. Price quote requests.
E. Order approval processes.
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Answer: C,D,E

Question: 2
Who is the typical user of the type system?
A. Purchasing manager.

w
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B. Marketing manager.
C. Product manager.
D. Developer.

w

Answer: D

w

Question: 3
When working with multidimensional product variants, which of the following are relevant
(Choose 2)
A. The base product cannot be purchased.
B. A VariantCategory is equivalent to one of the dimensions, such as size, color, or fit.
C. A GenericVariantProduct describes a product with at least three VariantValueCategory items.
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D. VariantValueCategory items are containers for VariantCategory items.
Answer: A,B
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Question: 4
You are creating a new product catalog. Product data and product images are loaded from two
different external sources. Which strategies could you use to set up the product catalog
versioning system in SAP Hybris Commerce? (Choose 2)
A. Load each data source into separate online product catalog versions of the same catalog.

lle

B. Load each data source into separate staged product catalog versions, then synchronize both
staged '—' product catalog versions with a single online product catalog version.
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C. Load each data source into a content catalog version, then synchronize the content catalog
version with '—' a product catalog version.
D. Load both data sources into a single, staged product catalog version, then synchronize the
staged catalog '—' version with the online product catalog version.
Answer: B,D
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Question: 5
For which use case is a product variant appropriate?

A. The product manager defines a localized variation of a product for each country-specific Web
site.

w

B. The customer selects each component of a bundle from a list of available products.
C. The customer selects the fabric of a product being added to the cart.

w

D. The product manager defines new product attributes based o the product's location in the
category hierarchy.
Answer: C

Question: 6
How can you use catalog versioning in SAP Hybris Commerce? (Choose 2)
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A. To maintain summer and winter assortments of products.
B. To separate content for different customers or channels.
C. To allow the business user to roll back to previous versions of the catalog.
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D. To provide an audit trail of all the changes made by employees.
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Answer: A,B
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Question: 7
Which Hybris items do you use to model a B2B company? (Choose 3)
A. Units.

C. Budgets.
D. Departments.
E. Cost centers.
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Answer: A,C,E
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B. Divisions.

Question: 8
In the requirements gathering session, your customer describes the process they use to approve
a new product description. Which UML diagrams can you use to model this process? (Choose 2)

w

A. Activity diagram.

w

B. Use case diagram.
C. State diagram.
D. Class diagram.
Answer: A,C

Question: 9
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Your apparel store currently offers color and price range facets. Which attributes would also be
appropriate for Solr faceting?
A. Megapixels.
B. Brand.
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C. Summary.
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D. Approval status.

lle

Answer: A

A. Administration.
B. Reliability.
C. Team management.
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D. Portability.
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Question: 10
You are tasked with defining non-functional requirements. Which of the following requirements
would you classify as non-functional? (Choose 3)

E. Security.

Answer: B,D,E

w

Question: 11
Which tools does SAP Hybris Commerce use out of the box to import product data? (Choose 2)

w

A. SAP Process Integration
B. Data hub.
C. ImpEx.
D. Product Cockpit.
Answer: B,C
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Question: 12
In which project phase do you make a go/no-go decision for the Build phase?
A. Foundation.
B. Deployment.
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C. Engineering.
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D. Documentation.
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Answer: A
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Question: 13
What out-of-the-box changes can occur in the Telco accelerator when a bundle component is
added to a customer's cart? (Choose 3)
A. Other bundle components become available.

B. The prices of other bundle components change.
C. The bundle product image is updated.
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D. A customer becomes eligible for one or more promotions.

E. Additional bundle products or services are automatically added to the cart.
Answer: A,B,E
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Question: 14
What can end-users do when working with workflows? (Choose 2)

w

A. Add attachments to workflow tasks.
B. Track a workflow.
C. Share a workflow task on Social Media.
D. Comment on a workflow task.
Answer: B,D
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